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Kyocera Helps School District
Gain Control Over Costs
THE SI TU ATI ON – A school district that included seven different locations, had the responsibility to
manage the district’s print environment. Each location had a minimum of two Kyocera MFPs. The client
was looking to consolidate print management under “one roof,” as well as monitor print usage for cost
savings opportunities.
Consider the district attorney’s office that had been relying on a competitor’s MFPs equipped with its
own proprietary technology. The system offered the administrators the features they wanted—walkup authentication, full control over scanning, and seamless connection to RightFax – but the fleet was
long past its prime and quite expensive to maintain.
THE CH ALLE N GE & T HE SO LUTI ON – Managing devices actively and accurately across the entire
district from one central location was the primary goal, but the district was also concerned with
balanced deployment of their MFPs, as their devices were not properly deployed across the district.
Another “must-have” was the ability to utilize the MFPs for higher volume printing in order to achieve
cost savings compared to high-cost desktop printing. With that also came the issue of secure printing,
particularly for the teaching staff who, in many cases, would be using devices located outside their
classrooms.
The dealer recommended Ce nt raQ ® P ro, a Kyocera-developed business application that allows for
more in-depth reporting as well as the ability for teachers to securely release their jobs from any
Kyocera device on their network. CentraQ Pro’s reporting capabilities also gives the administrators the
visibility they desired to better deploy and manage their devices.
THE R ES ULT S – The district is now gaining control over costs, flexible and secure printing for their
teachers, and more detailed insight into device usage. More specifically, they are seeing which
locations have the highest usage overall, and usage specific to color vs. black and white.
THE BEN EFITS – CentraQ Pro is proving beneficial to both the district and individual teachers. The
“Top Five Used Device” report is forwarding the district’s effort to balance deployment of equipment.
This valuable insight gives the district more control over costs and allows them to make better
business decisions related to its printing environment. In addition, the “Secure Release” capability
protects the confidentiality of printed documents and allows teachers to release securely while at a
device without the risk of students intercepting their prints.

